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Extra Worksheet to accompany the video readings of 
Ilnoblet Elmer and the Alien Water Thieves by Kathryn Rose Newey 
(available from https://www.youtube.com/user/AztecMermaid13).

Science Fiction 

Welcome space-explorers!

If you’re into Lego/block building, check out 
these instructions to build C3PO and R2-D2 
(Star Wars characters – but you knew that!): 
https://frugalfun4boys.com/lego-star-wars-
c3po-building-instructions/

Explore these space-themed activities at 
the NASA website. For example, “Packing for 
a L-o-o-o-ng Trip to Mars”, which has a 
planning activity involving maths, science 
and a box, plus lots of facts about space 
travel and planet Mars!
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/math-
activities/en/

Download your free Outer Space Maths 
Booklet (17 pages) for ages 7-11 from: 
https://matr.org/resource-outer-space-
maths-activity-book/

Build your own bottle rocket using a plastic 
bottle, white vinegar and bicarbonate of 
soda! (Adult supervision needed)
Instructions are here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/terrific-
scientific/KS2/zr63d6f
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Science Fiction 

Ode to a Code

One, Three, Six, Ten.

Oh Moot, you are denned

By this very pen.

You are bizarre,

Oh creature from afar,

You are on our radar.

Fifteen, Twenty-One, Twenty-Eight.

You are going to be ‘late’,

We are sealing your fate.

Thirty-Six, Forty-Five, Fifty-Five.

You will writhe, not alive.

For you, no reviver.

This ode is scribed

At noon, you cartoon.

You will be denied,

We know your tune,

You will be redder soon,

Oh fried monster balloon.

Sixty-Six, Seventy-Eight, Ninety-

One.

They will refer to you as ‘none’,

We will tell your mum.

One Hundred and Five, One

Hundred and Twenty.

You will not be plenty,

Nothing will set you free,

No plea, no decree, no fee.

One Hundred and

Thirty-Six, no tricks.

You are in a fix.

You cannot run,

Here is my prediction:

With one ‘pop’, you be gone!

And finally…

Here are all five verses of the poem ‘Ode to a Code’ from the book 
IlnobletElmer and the Alien Water Thieves.

Can you identify what the special words, numbers and patterns 
might be that helped to chase away the Mootilokygogrifies? 
Hint: there are at least four different types of things you need to 
look for in the poem.

You can check the answers 
at the back of the book!
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